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July 1, 2020 through September 30, 2020 

Section I. Issues 

The station has identified the following topics as significant issues facing our community in this quarter: 

 
A. Covid-19 – Health Impacts: Beaches and boardwalks reopened across Ocean and Monmouth Counties this 

summer but with restrictions. Even with the rules in place, there wasn’t always compliance leading to possible 
small spikes in cases popping up at the Jersey Shore. 

B. Covid-19 – Employment Impacts:  Hundreds of thousands have filed for unemployment in New Jersey during 
the Covid-19 pandemic due to the virus and businesses being ordered closed.  In Monmouth County alone, 
that number was close to 80,000 people. 

C. New Jersey’s Drug Epidemic: During the Covid-19 pandemic people have been ordered or asked to stay 
home from work or from going out and it’s led to an increase in drug abuse.  

D. State of Police: Between the Covid-19 Pandemic and a society with civil unrest following police involved 
shootings across the country, Ocean and Monmouth County Police Chiefs discuss how 2020 has changed how 
they police towns and what should change to improve community relations. 

E. Community Safety: From parties to large gatherings and a Tropical Storm that knocked out power for 
thousands across Ocean and Monmouth Counties this summer, Mayors and Police Chiefs have had to make 
on the fly and quick decisions to keep residents safe. 

Section II. Responsive Programs 
 

Date(s) 
Aired 

Program Name Description of Issue Discussed Duration  
Time and/or 
Frequency 

7/5/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Healthcare: Monmouth County U.S. 
Congressman Frank Pallone introduces 
the Affordable Care Enhancement Act, 
an expansion of the Affordable Care Act 
he first introduced, to help more people 
be able to afford healthcare coverage, 
especially during the Covid-19 
Pandemic. 
 
State of Police: Long Branch Police 
Chief Jason Roebuck discusses how 
policing is different this summer due to 
the Covid-19 Pandemic and discusses 
what police can do across the country to 
work with their communities amid civil 
unrest. 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

7/12/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

New Jersey’s Drug Epidemic: New 
Jersey State Senator Anthony Bucco 
discusses his new legislation to mark 
August 31 as Overdose Awareness Day 
in New Jersey in an effort to help more 
people get help and make a push for his 
fellow lawmakers to provide funding for 
addiction treatment services. 
 
Community: John Mucia, the Vice-
President of the Jackson Township 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 



based non-profit James Volpe 
Foundation, discusses their upcoming 
Wiffleball Tournament Fundraiser and 
the changes this summer in the middle 
of a pandemic. The foundation provides 
scholarships for high school athletes in 
honor of the late James Volpe who died 
in a 2011 car accident.  
 
Scammers: Social Engineers are getting 
more and more creative with their scams 
and traps to try and get people to open 
up shady emails and click on legitimate 
looking website links in order to 
surrender money or personal 
information. Monmouth County 
Consumer Affairs Director Dave Salkin 
offers tips on how to avoid falling prey to 
scams.  

7/19/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Community: Brick Township Council 
President Lisa Crate discusses the 
town’s social media campaign inviting 
the public to help them bring a full 
service V.A. Clinic to Ocean County. 
When residents take a video of 
themselves hitting a ball, they have to 
use a special hashtag to convince the 
V.A. that Brick has the ideal location to 
help Veterans, not just in Ocean County, 
but in Central and South Jersey. 
 
Environment: Middletown Township 
Mayor Tony Perry discusses the 
township’s plan to recycle instead of 
banning single use plastics as it will help 
lower taxes for residents and be more 
friendly for the environment. 
 
Community Safety: The 4th of July is 
not the only time fireworks get shot off in 
the summer at the Jersey Shore and 
hospitals know well what happens when 
residents don’t let the professionals 
handle it. Kathe Conlon, a registered 
Burn Center Nurse with RWJ-Barnabas 
Health provides fireworks safety tips for 
New Jersey residents and what to do if 
an accident takes place at home. 
 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

7/26/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Community Beaches/State of Police: 
Point Pleasant Beach Police Chief 
Joseph Michigan provides a deeper look 
into recent party incidents on the beach 
that left trash, marijuana and empty beer 
bottles on the beach as more than 100 
people gathered together. Chief 
Michigan also discusses how social 
media and certain users only show a 
certain side of a story and how that 
affects police work. He’s hoping for more 
communication and transparency 
moving forward. 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 



8/2/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Community Beaches: Point Pleasant 
Beach Mayor Paul Kanitra discusses the 
borough’s response to recent party 
incidents on the beach and boardwalk by 
tourists that left the town a mess as 
marijuana joints, beer bottles and other 
trash were thrown all over the place. 
Mayor Kanitra discusses how he and the 
council have passed a number of 
ordinances meant to limit the amount of 
alcohol on the beach and a ban of large 
coolers among other changes to restore 
the family-friendly image Point Pleasant 
Beach has had for decades.  
 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

8/9/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Community Safety/Covid-19: 
Middletown Township Mayor Tony Perry 
discusses how the town is recovering 
from more than 10,000 people without 
power following Tropical Storm Isaias 
including where residents can go to get 
power and shelter. Mayor Perry also 
discusses how the largest town in 
Monmouth County has been impacted 
by the Covid-19 Pandemic. 
 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

8/16/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Covid-19 Health Impacts: Beaches and 
boardwalks are open to public access as 
are rides but not everyone is wearing a 
mask and being socially distant in the 
middle of a pandemic. Ocean County 
Public Health Coordinator Dan Regenye 
discusses the importance of wearing a 
mask and being socially distant to 
prevent further spread, what it means to 
be selfless and when on occasion it is 
okay to take a mask off.  
 
State of Police: A Toms River man who 
has been arrested several times for 
improper behavior has also made videos 
mocking police and accusing them of 
illegal behavior including abusing drugs. 
He also threatened to kill three Bay 
Head Police Officers in a video that has 
since been removed. Bay Head Police 
Chief William Hoffman discussed the 
recent incident involving the local 
resident as well as what kind of training 
police go through to deescalate 
situations. Chief Hoffman also discusses 
how the Defund the Police movement 
would impact small towns like Bay Head. 
 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 



  8/23/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Covid-19 Employment Impacts: In 
what is considered the worst economic 
shutdown since 2007, nearly 80,000 
people in Monmouth County alone filed 
for unemployment during the Covid-19 
pandemic. Monmouth County Freeholder 
Pat Impreveduto discusses a new 
program from the Freeholder Board 
designed to help residents take a free 
online course to sharpen their skills and 
resumes and help them get back into the 
workforce. 
 
State of Police: In a different kind of 
summer Monmouth Beach Police Chief 
Thomas Walsh discusses how his 
already small department was short 
staffed when the Police Academy 
graduations were put on hold due to the 
Covid-19 Pandemic and they had to wait 
until August to get reinforcements for 
patrol in town and at the beach. Chief 
Walsh also discussed a bike safety 
program his department launched where 
officers would ride around town and give 
a gift certificate to kids seen riding a bike 
with a helmet on. 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

8/30/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Healthcare/Environment: Bees are 
quickly heading toward a decrease in 
their population and possible extinction. 
Dr. Greg Mazzatta and Dr. Walter 
Wynkoop at Ocean Medical Center in 
Brick Township discuss the bee apiarys 
on the roof where they have 20,000-
30,000 bees growing, building a hive and 
making honey in an effort to help the 
local environment and improve patients’ 
health. 
 
Monmouth County Wild Life: As 
summer winds down, the fear over 
sharks remains at the Jersey Shore and 
across the world. Shark Interpreter Kerry 
Anderson at Jenkinson’s Aquarium in 
Point Pleasant Beach rules out fact from 
fiction about sharks and what they do. 
 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

9/6/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

School Bullies: School is back in 
session.  Some kids are in person, while 
others are hybrid or all remote. Just 
because a student may not be physically 
at school doesn’t mean bullying cannot 
occur.  Monmouth County Prosecutor 
Chris Gramiccioni and Ocean County 
Prosecutor Bradley Billhimer discuss the 
dangers of cyber bullying, in person 
bullying and ponder why bullies go after 
the innocent. 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

9/13/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

New Jersey’s Drug Epidemic: A Toms 
River woman who spent most of her life 
addicted to drugs on and off and in and 
out of rehab details how a trip to prison 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 



and a call from her 5-year old son not 
only got her clean but also away from 
jail. Holly Santore is now an addiction 
peer recovery specialist. 

9/20/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

Covid-19 Business Impacts: While 
restaurants were allowed to offer outdoor 
dining this summer, indoor dining was 
only allowed recently, and prior to that 
many restaurants opened their doors 
anyway risking being in violation of 
Governor Phil Murphy’s executive order 
barring such a decision. Lacey Township 
Mayor Steven Kennis who turned down 
a request by the Ocean County 
Prosecutors Office to have his DPW 
workers board up the Lakeside Diner in 
the Forked River section who received 
10 violation summonses, discusses the 
reasons why and his thoughts on the 
business impacts during the Covid-19 
Pandemic.  
 
Pregnancy: There are many questions 
surrounding a pregnancy especially for 
first time moms. Dr. Angela Jones, an 
OB/GYN with Hackensack Meridian 
Health, discusses how women can 
safely work out while pregnant and how 
doing so will help them during labor and 
delivery as well as improve their growing 
baby’s overall health.  

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

9/27/20 Jersey Shore 
Journal 

State of Police/Jail Rehab: One of the 
more misunderstood concepts is 
whether people are rehabilitated in 
jail/prison before they reenter society. 
Monmouth County Sheriff Shaun Golden 
discusses what day to day life in jail is 
like, how prisoners are rehabilitate and 
how bail reform complicates the process. 

30-Minutes 6:00 AM every 
Sunday 

 


